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chapter 10

Take Out the Trash When You Leave: 
Cleaning Up Properties Abandoned to 
Rising Seas

Thomas Ruppert

SEA LEVEL RISE WILL TAKE SOME places from us. How will we clean up 
the residential areas we leave behind so that our coastlines are not foul, toxic, 

dangerous places? Who is responsible for cleaning up abandoned properties? 
How will this be funded? Why? What might an effective cleanup program look 
like? And could we really consider a program “effective” without that program 
integrating social justice, equity, and disparate impacts concerns (i.e., equitable 
resilience)? Are there models we can look to for insight on how to address these 
challenges? This analysis begins a conversation about these and related issues 
with the hope that we can plan with enough foresight to achieve cleanups that 
protect coastlines for future generations and allow at least some coastlines to 
evolve naturally with rising seas. And while rising seas motivated development 
of the ideas in this chapter, similarities to flooding challenges we face more gen-
erally also present themselves, and some of the work may apply there as well.

Rising sea levels already impact urban areas all around the world. The rate 
of sea level rise (SLR) continues to increase1 and is expected to continue doing 
so for a very long time. While mitigating the greenhouse gases that fuel climate 
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change remains a critical and under-addressed need in the United States, sub-
stantial greenhouse gas mitigation will significantly decrease the amount and 
speed of SLR only in the long run. Past emissions have already “baked in” a 
significant amount of SLR for the near future,2 with estimates ranging from less 
than 1 foot to 2.7 feet.3

Discussion of SLR often occurs in the context of the rhetoric of protection, 
adaptation, or retreat/relocation. Typically, relocation4 loses out in the conver-
sation due to objections to it; some of the objections to relocation away from 
natural hazards involve the “social and psychological difficulties in displacing 
people from their homes, ‘the central reference point of the human existence,’” 
as well as “cultural-heritage loss . . . and decision-makers . . . shy[ing] away from 
the political contention.”5 Such objections and dynamics often lead to conver-
sations focused primarily on protection and accommodation of flooding.6 But 
conversations that may currently be suppressed or ignored in areas of astro-
nomical property values like Del Mar, California, and Miami Beach, Florida, 
seem increasingly inevitable in smaller towns of modest means like Satellite 
Beach, Florida; Tybee Island, Georgia; or Nags Head, North Carolina. Such 
communities cannot raise the funds for major infrastructure projects such as 
constructing seawalls, elevating roadways, or installing extensive stormwater 
pumping systems, nor do they have the political clout to convince others to pay 
for such infrastructure for them.7

Regardless of how or when we leave areas behind, we need to consider the 
impacts of leaving an area. Who cleans up what we leave behind? What hap-
pens if we do not plan for how we will clean up abandoned areas? Hurricanes 
and floods spread contamination and toxins throughout our environment 
and put public health at risk.8 Toxic releases come from storage, manufactur-
ing, and waste sites. Toxins and other pollution also come from items found 
in garages and under sinks in residential homes and even from the building 
materials themselves and objects in the house.9 Failure to clean up such pol-
lution means “new” oceanfront property created by sea level rise may come 
burdened with a toxic stew of water and unsightly, smelly, and dangerous 
construction debris that can become projectiles due to wind and wave action. 
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Avoiding this scenario requires cleaning up abandoned properties before these 
problems occur.

Commercial and industrial properties and toxic sites are extremely 
important to clean and remediate prior to loss. A report of the Government 
Accountability Office indicates that almost 1,000 Superfund sites are threat-
ened by climate change, including 202 that are vulnerable to a coastal haz-
ard or to coastal and wildfire hazards; a further 626 sites are vulnerable when 
flood hazard and wildfire hazard are considered.10 And while the law known 
as Superfund, the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, 
and Liability Act (CERCLA), has many lessons to teach in the realm of clean-
ing up commercial properties, its lessons in situations involving homeowners 
seem limited. Indeed, while cleaning up commercial and industrial properties 
is important, the dynamics and finances of such cleanups differ greatly from 
most residential cleanup issues. The focus here is on the challenge of financing 
local government cleanup of residential properties, including multifamily, con-
dominium, and mixed-use parcels.11 The planning, legal, and financial contexts 
that influence how—or if—we effectively clean up areas abandoned to rising 
seas reside in large part at the state level as planning law, property law, and 
local tax/special assessment law are state law. This chapter uses Florida law as 
the context for its discussion. Aside from the author’s expertise in Florida law 
related to sea level rise challenges, use of Florida as an example makes sense 
because Florida is, by some metrics, the most at-risk state in the country from 
sea level rise.12 While the exact specifics of state law vary somewhat on property 
law, more on local tax/special assessment, and even more widely in planning 
law across the United States, the general financial, political, and legal dynamics 
discussed in this chapter have something to offer to almost any coastal state in 
the United States.

Authority, responsibility, and burden for cleanup of abandoned residential 
properties vary. Generally, according to long-standing legal precedent, if the 
property as abandoned is above the mean high water line, the property still 
belongs to the holder of the property title. If the title owner has abandoned the 
property and the property violates local codes or becomes a public nuisance, the 
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local government has the authority to impose fines and remedy the code viola-
tion or abate the nuisance if the property owner fails to do so. However, as will 
be discussed further, code violation processes will likely not provide an effective 
or efficient means for cleanup of abandoned properties. This is because, unlike 
usual code violations, brownfields, or properties that fail to pay property taxes, 
properties abandoned to SLR have little to no current value nor any prospects of 
having future value that someone would be willing to bet on.

For property below mean high water, long-standing precedent says the land, 
with a few exceptions, belongs to the state. Reality, however, does not always 
seem so clear.13 Lawsuits have sometimes ensued when local governments or 
the state attempt to remove houses on the beach or below mean high water, or, 
in one case, when the state did not remove a destroyed house.14 Many properties 
will likely be abandoned by their legal owner prior to the structure on the land 
being located below mean high water since extensive, frequent flooding, storms, 
surge, infrastructure damage, and structural damages will likely make proper-
ties uninhabitable before land disappears below the sea. This would mean that 
the land and buildings are still legally private property, leaving local govern-
ments burdened with the pollution, blight, social problems, and financial costs 
of abandoned properties.15

Can local governments, in Florida or any other state, bear these costs and 
burdens? By the time local governments are losing habitable land area to rising 
seas, they will likely already be experiencing economic crises. These local gov-
ernments will have been spending vast sums for years on protective infrastruc-
ture that has finally been overwhelmed and will have been spending far more 
money than in the past for infrastructure maintenance.16 They will be losing 
income due to dropping property values and properties disappearing from the 
property tax rolls; the impacts of this will be particularly acute in Florida and 
Texas, which do not have a state personal income tax, and so these states—and 
their local governments—are even more reliant on property taxes. Such local 
governments will probably already have imposed as much—or more—than res-
idents can bear in taxes and fees trying to generate sufficient local government 
revenue to stay afloat.
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State government may lack resources due to the cascading economic 
impacts from local governments up the chain to states. Will the federal govern-
ment come in to pay the costs? This seems unlikely across the board due to the 
sheer scale of the cleanup costs required. If, as happened with Hurricane Katrina 
and Superstorm Sandy, a single, defined area suffered, history would indicate 
that the federal government would likely foot the bill through supplemental 
disaster funding. But thousands of communities clamoring for assistance with 
long-term cleanups could mean that federal resources may be stretched too thin 
to fund all cleanups. Even if local, state, or federal taxpayers could foot the bill 
for residential cleanups, what are the impacts of such policies? An existing fed-
eral program already does contribute to some marine debris cleanups, but these 
programs currently focus more on debris in the water rather than proactively 
avoiding residential buildings becoming marine debris.17 We turn now to issues 
of who should pay for cleanups of residential properties and why.

The Costs of Cleanup: Who Should Pay and Why

The outline of financing a cleanup program presented here presumes the cost 
of cleanup of abandoned residential properties should, in general, be borne by 
the individual properties requiring cleanup. Some background helps explain 
this premise. Cleanup of abandoned property, like the rest of sea level rise adap-
tation, involves large losses and costs. Too often the questions asked remain 
limited to technical issues of how to accomplish an adaptation goal such as 
floodproofing an area or even relocation out of an area. A fundamental part 
of the “how” issues should, however, include two very basic questions: 1) Who 
bears the costs? and 2) Why?

When assigning costs, we typically want to consider whether someone 
caused the need for the cost and whether the same person or persons received 
a benefit for creating that cost. In such a case, we might assign the cost to that 
person as they are to “blame” for the cost. There seems to be plenty of “blame” 
to go around for the costs that sea level rise will impose on coastal communi-
ties. Currently several lawsuits18 seek to make fossil fuel companies bear some 
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of the burden for damages caused by climate change because for decades they 
knowingly profited from products whose dangers they intimately understood. 
One might place blame with property owners for buying properties subject to 
coastal risks exacerbated by sea level rise. But maybe the property had never 
flooded before, or no one ever told the buyers about the risk, and the buyers did 
not investigate enough before buying. Even if buyers investigated very carefully 
just three to five years ago, there would often have been little or no information 
available about localized future impacts in many places. Furthermore, stormwa-
ter flood risks and sea level rise impacts are constantly increasing due to more 
rapid rising of the seas combined with heavier rainfall events of greater intensity 
and frequency.

One might blame the local government for allowing development in places 
at risk of loss from sea level rise impacts. But it is hard for a local government 
to deny proposed development since this means both risking a lawsuit for not 
allowing proposed development—a potentially large cost—while also forgoing 
enhanced revenue from greater property taxes.19 One might also place blame 
with the developers. Developers sometimes purchase hazard-prone property 
and then sell quickly after developing, allowing them to pocket the rewards of 
their activity and leave the problems and costs of the newly developed and haz-
ard-prone property to uninformed purchasers and the uninvolved taxpayer. In 
such situations, developers privatize the benefits of their development activ-
ity while socializing the long-term costs of increased exposure to hazards and 
human suffering.

Of the actors already identified in contributing to creation of the increased 
risk from SLR—fossil fuel companies, property purchasers, local governments, 
and developers—no one party can, or probably should, bear 100 percent of the 
cost since all played a part in creation of the risks and future abandonment 
we now face. Careful tailoring of policy could help reverse incentive structures 
that continue to generate development that is already at risk now or will be in 
the future. Comprehensive discussion of all these various actors and how to 
address why they contribute to creation of risk extends beyond the scope of this 
discussion. For our current purposes, suffice it to say that the focus here is on 
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assigning costs of future cleanup to the property itself. This may not be ideal 
in all circumstances, but assigning the costs to property has some broad prac-
tical and theoretical support and advantages. The likelihood of financing most 
property cleanups over the long term by successful lawsuits against fossil fuel 
companies seems dubious at best. Local governments, even if liable, will likely 
not have the funds once abandonment is occurring at any significant scale. 
Thus, assigning costs to the properties that will require cleanup makes the most 
sense for properties that were developed well before sea level became a common 
topic. Arguably, the costs would be better assigned entirely to the developer for 
new developments that might be at risk of sea level rise impacts within the next 
one hundred years or so since forcing the developer to pay the costs ensures 
that the long-term cost is borne by the property (in decreased property value), 
by the developer (in higher development costs), and by the initial purchasers of 
developed properties (in higher cost for purchase due to passed-on increased 
costs of developer).20 Similarly, providing clear, definitive notice of current and 
future risks to potential property purchasers would provide additional support 
for assigning cleanup costs to the property since the property purchaser was 
aware of this possible cost prior to purchasing the property.21

As previously noted, the intersection of SLR and private property develop-
ment create great costs for society. Critically, prospectively burdening property 
with the costs of cleaning it up after abandonment avoids taxpayers at the local, 
state, or federal level being left liable for these costs. At one level, this approach 
represents little more than operationalizing the basic tenet of economics that for 
efficient decision making, the costs of an activity should be internalized rather 
than externalized onto those that are not responsible for creating the costs. This 
idea aligns with Florida’s statutory requirement that coastal local governments 
articulate “principles, guidelines, standards, and strategies . . . to . . . [l]imit pub-
lic expenditures that subsidize development in coastal high-hazard areas.”22 
It also aligns well with other potential policies that seek to make the cost of 
owning property that is subject to serious hazards directly pay the cost for the 
risks of such hazards. Maybe the clearest example of efforts to move away from 
externalization of risk-related costs is the move to make flood insurance rates 
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reflect actual risk, thus placing the high costs of flood risk more on the owners 
of property rather than on other taxpayers.23

Efforts to ensure that taxpayers do not pay the costs for cleanup of pri-
vate use of property that is subsequently abandoned could take various forms. 
One possibility would be for states to establish statutory programs similar to 
Texas’s Open Beaches Act24 and impose the costs of relocating structures off 
of the beach on the property owners.25 However, such an approach presents 
serious potential shortcomings. For example, in Florida, as in some states but 
not others, a legislative act similar to the Texas Open Beaches Act would almost 
certainly face lawsuits as a taking of private property; such suits might be suc-
cessful. Furthermore, even after over fifty years in statutes that codified over 
a century of practice, the Texas Supreme Court in 2012 dramatically altered 
and undermined the Texas Open Beaches Act in response to a lawsuit against 
the state when the state attempted to enforce the Open Beaches Act against a 
property owner.26

Another option would be for local governments to assess the costs of risk 
to the property. Such an approach would have widely varying impacts on the 
lives of current owners of the land; those with the most resources will easily 
absorb what would probably be a modest increase in the annual cost of owning 
property. But for those living closer to the economic margins, seemingly small 
annual cost increases can provoke serious hardships. Not coincidentally, those 
on the economic margins also typically include people and groups that have 
historically been discriminated against in housing markets and marginalized 
or excluded from decision making and policy development that affects them.27 

As a threshold issue, what “affordability” means and how it can be measured 
must be decided. Affordability is not an objective measure but rather reflects 
policy decisions.28 And the scope of available policy choices may be limited by 
the availability of data supporting possible implementation of a policy choice. 
Additional questions related to social justice, equity, and disparate impacts of 
policy through affordability include “who will receive assistance, what type of 
assistance will be provided, how assistance will be provided, how much assis-
tance will be provided, who will pay for assistance, and how an assistance 
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program will be administered.”29 Ongoing efforts to reform the National Flood 
Insurance Program by eliminating or minimizing subsidies and yet protecting 
“affordability” provide valuable insight into the work of developing effective, 
realistic policies to equitable resilience.30

The Costs of Cleanup: How the Law Currently Operates Will Not 
Work for SLR

How will communities clean up properties abandoned to rising seas or 
increased recurrent flooding? Before describing one potential—if currently 
unlikely—method for funding cleanups, it is worth considering the significant 
weaknesses of some known tools used by local government that will not likely 
be up to the task. Currently, if a property is abandoned or violates codes, local 
governments might use the laws and regulations related to code violations. For 
example, if a property owner does not clean up a property that violates code, the 
property owner will be fined; if the fines are not paid in a timely manner and 
the property cleaned up, the local government may conduct the cleanup and 
place a lien on the property for the cost of the fines and cleanup. The property 
lien allows the local government to collect what it is owed in fines, late fees, and 
costs when the property is sold or may even allow the local government to force 
sale of the property in order to collect what the local government is owed. For 
this system to work, the property must have sufficient value to cover the cost 
of the fines for code violations and other costs and back taxes assessed to the 
property. This approach will likely not work under conditions of abandonment 
due to SLR as these properties will likely no longer have enough value to cover 
the costs of cleanup. An analogous dynamic has occurred in Detroit and other 
urban areas that were historically grounded in heavy manufacturing that fal-
tered over the past several decades. In such areas, the system of liens, fines, and 
tax sales has already long broken down as abandoned properties are so ubiqui-
tous and worth so little that they cannot even support their own back taxes and 
cleanup costs. As a result, local programs, often with federal grant support, are 
cleaning up abandoned properties.31
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Other typical local government funding mechanisms in Florida will also 
likely not be up to the task.32 Property taxes alone will not be sufficient since the 
need to clean up abandoned properties will come after years of local govern-
ment spending on protective infrastructure and increased infrastructure main-
tenance costs that consumed significant resources and yet was overwhelmed by 
rising seas. Furthermore, property tax receipts will be shrinking due to declining 
property values. Property values will decline due to multiple factors: decreased 
quality of life associated with increased flooding; unavailable or prohibitively 
expensive flood insurance; and unavailable or higher-cost mortgage financing. 
In addition, the Florida Constitution33 and Florida Statutes34 present numerous 
and complex limitations on the feasibility and legal ability of local governments 
to increase property taxes.35 These limitations come primarily in the form of 
“millage” caps. The millage rate represents the amount of tax for each $1,000 of 
taxed property value.

Municipal Service Taxing Units (MSTUs) potentially offer another funding 
source.36 MSTUs are specially created areas in a local government’s jurisdiction 
created by the local government when a part of the jurisdiction seeks addi-
tional services or infrastructure that the jurisdiction has not otherwise funded. 
MSTUs must serve a public purpose, and cleanup of abandoned properties 
should meet this requirement. MSTUs also offer the benefit of being created 
for specific areas, allowing a local government to use them in areas specifically 
expected to be lost to rising seas. However, MSTUs are subject to a significant 
drawback: as taxes, they are constrained by millage limits in the Florida Consti-
tution37 and in Florida Statutes,38 resulting in the same challenges for MSTUs as 
for property taxes noted above.

Stormwater and drainage fees already fund—and will fund much more—
drainage infrastructure improvements to address SLR in Florida communi-
ties; for example, significant portions of the $600 million that Miami Beach is 
spending on elevating roads and reengineering and adding pumps to its drain-
age infrastructure have been funded by increased stormwater fees.39 However, 
statute requires that stormwater utility fees are tied to the capital and operating 
requirements for stormwater and drainage systems.40
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Bonds represent a typical funding mechanism for large capital outlays by 
local governments. However, bonds are not themselves a source of revenue. 
Rather, they represent a method for securing large amounts of funding based 
on a promise to repay bondholders using future income. The future income pro-
posed for bond repayment usually comes from sources such as special assess-
ments, user fees, or property taxes. As bonds push repayment further down the 
road, this would only exacerbate the already noted challenges for use of repay-
ment sources like special assessments, user fees, or property taxes. Furthermore, 
bond ratings are eventually likely to decrease for local governments that are 
seeing property loss and property value declines.41 So-called green bonds have 
also become a hot topic in the past few years. And while green bonds support 
climate, sustainability, resiliency, and environmental projects and may receive 
favorable tax treatment to increase their appeal, they, like standard bonds, still 
require a future payback plan. Two more promising funding mechanisms in the 
Florida context include special districts and special assessments, though each 
has its limitations and drawbacks.

The Costs of Cleanup: Are “Special Districts” or “Special 
Assessments” Up to the Task?

Special districts present a potential source of funding for local governments. 
Florida law allows for creation of special districts.42 In one sense, special dis-
tricts could serve as an excellent tool for cleanup of abandoned properties since 
a special district could be created by a local government with the express pur-
pose of prospectively generating funds for cleanup of properties expected to 
be abandoned in the future. However, as with property taxes, a major potential 
drawback of special districts is that they are subject to significant limitations in 
the form of property tax caps.43 The potential for special districts to serve as ex 
ante sources of cleanup funding will depend, in part, on whether the local gov-
ernment is already at or so close to its maximum millage rate that insufficient 
capacity exists to generate the necessary funding.

Special assessments on properties offer another potential source of funding 
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for cleanup of abandoned properties. Special assessments are useful as they are 
not taxes44 and thus not subject to millage limits. Second, special assessments 
are also not subject to Florida’s homestead exemption,45 which decreases certain 
tax revenues to local governments by providing an exemption for part of the 
value of a legally recognized homestead. The strengths of special assessments 
and their widespread use merits further consideration as a potential cleanup 
financing tool. Since special benefits and property law are creatures of state 
rather than federal or constitutional law, the discussion here is in the context 
of Florida state law, acknowledging both broad-brush similarities with other 
states yet also important distinctions that matter in specific implementation 
and cases.

Municipalities and counties have statutory authority to levy special assess-
ments.46 Florida Statutes state that “the governing body of a municipality may 
levy and collect special assessments to fund capital improvements and munic-
ipal services, including, but not limited to, fire protection, emergency medical 
services, garbage disposal, sewer improvement, street improvement, and park-
ing facilities.”47 Special assessments are a “revenue source used to construct and 
maintain capital facilities and to fund certain services.”48

Despite their potential for funding cleanup, special assessments face hur-
dles as a funding source. First, statutes list the specific allowed uses for which 
special assessments may be used.49 Listed uses do not include cleanup of aban-
doned property specifically, but the list of municipal uses for municipalities 
provides examples “including, but not limited to . . . garbage disposal.” With 
this nonexclusive list’s inclusion of “garbage disposal,” it should be reasonable to 
argue that cleanup of abandoned properties qualifies. Second, a special assess-
ment must pass a two-prong test.50 The first prong requires that “the property 
assessed must derive a direct, special benefit from the service provided.”51 In 
order to show that that a property receives a direct and special benefit, “there 
should be a logical relationship between the provided service and the benefit to 
[that] real property.”52

The second prong requires that the special assessment be “in proportion to 
the benefits to be derived therefrom.”53 Case law indicates it would be relatively 
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easy to meet this second prong of the test, but the first prong’s “special benefit” 
could prove a real obstacle. Representing assessment and sequestering of funds 
to guarantee eventual cleanup of a property when or if it is abandoned clearly 
represents a benefit to neighboring parcels and the surrounding community. 
How to represent such assessment and guarantee as a benefit to the property 
itself for preexisting development presents a potential impediment to use of 
special assessments. For redevelopment or new development, the story might 
be different. If existing zoning and building regulations limited development 
or redevelopment due to projected future inundation of the area that would 
make the property a nuisance, then the benefit to the property would be to allow 
development/redevelopment that otherwise would not be allowed but for the 
guaranteed source of funding to clean up the property should it be abandoned. 
This, however, raises the specter of a challenge based on an “exaction” in the 
permitting process. Addressing exactions in land use as a way of potential fund-
ing goes beyond the scope of this discussion. Others have analyzed exactions as 
a land use tool to address climate change and SLR.54 

Should property owners challenge that such benefits are not “special ben-
efits” under the statutory language of benefits that are “different in type or 
degree from benefits provided to the community as a whole,”55 the judicial 
standard of review is whether the finding is “arbitrary.”56 Even under such an 
easy review standard, it might be possible for a challenger to convince a court 
that it would be “arbitrary” for a local government to state that levying an 
assessment for something that may or may not come to pass at some point in 
the future is not a benefit to the assessed property. Thus, arguably the safest 
way to ensure local government authority would be for the state legislature to 
amend state statutes to clearly create local government authority for establish-
ing ex ante cleanup assessments.

In sum, the requirement that “the property assessed must derive a direct, 
special benefit from the service provided” presents a serious potential road-
block to use of special assessments to guarantee cleanup of abandoned property. 
However, since case law also indicates that determination of a “special bene-
fit” is a legislative rather than judicial decision, the state legislature in statute 
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could define the “special benefit” to assessed properties as the guarantee that 
the property will not 1) be subjected to the financial burden of cleaning up other 
properties and 2) that the property is free from the risk of being surrounded 
by or impacted by abandoned properties. Based on the experience of Detroit 
and other cities dealing with thousands of abandoned properties, such proper-
ties clearly pose massive public health and public safety concerns, impose huge 
cleanup and management costs for local government, and dramatically drive 
down property values and quality of life.57 Such impacts merit attention by state 
legislatures that could empower local governments to be proactive in avoiding 
these problems.

Overall, consideration of several potential funding options for cleanup of 
abandoned residential properties indicates a core challenge: cleanup funds need 
to be generated prior to abandonment of the properties since once the properties 
are abandoned, they will likely lack sufficient value to fund their own cleanup. 
As this problem will appear contemporaneously with decreasing tax revenue for 
the local government and a long-term increase in infrastructure maintenance 
and services costs, cleanup will likely be haphazard and inconsistent, particu-
larly in communities or areas that lack either very wealthy adjacent property 
owners or major tourism income from the beach or coastal area that help drive 
and fund cleanups. Ultimately, special districts and special assessments appear 
as potential funding mechanisms for locally funded cleanup programs. Special 
district usage, however, will depend on whether the local government is already 
close to or at its capped property tax rates, while special assessment usage would 
be facilitated by statutory changes.

The Costs of Cleanup: Creating Local Policies for Proactive 
Funding of Cleanup

Development of a locally funded cleanup program for abandoned properties 
requires careful construction of an administrative process that protects the 
due process rights of citizens, meets the needs for cleanup, and ensures that 
funds generated are sufficient and properly utilized for the intended purposes. 
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Essentially, a cleanup program would: 1) determine which properties are at 
significant risk of abandonment and over what timeline; 2) generate parcel-/
building-specific cleanup estimates; 3) select a period over which to amortize 
collection of the cleanup costs; 4) implement an administrative and account-
ing process that would effectively sequester collected funds for exclusive use for 
cleanup of the funds’ specified property; 5) provide for refunds, interest, and/
or stopping of assessments should a demonstrated change in the situation or 
projections for a property occur; and 6) address economic impacts, equity, and 
social justice concerns, as was touched upon earlier.

Initially, local governments need to determine which properties might 
be subject to abandonment due to SLR impacts.58 As more and more coastal 
local governments in Florida now form part of regional collaboratives that have 
adopted regional projections for SLR over specific planning time horizons, 
these SLR projections and time horizons could form part of the data for this 
initial analysis.59 The analysis should map projected timelines for permanent 
inundation. In addition, properties that are barely above the permanent inun-
dation level should be assessed for viability. The assessment would examine fac-
tors such as the existing drainage capacity serving the parcel and surrounding 
areas as decreased efficacy of stormwater drainage may lead to as many or more 
problems as permanent inundation by higher sea levels. Such analysis should 
form part of a local government’s stormwater master plan.60 The map should 
also include areas where infrastructure services (road access, potable water, 
sewer/septic systems, etc.) are likely to be inundated or so heavily impacted 
as to potentially render the local government incapable of reasonably keeping 
the infrastructure services functioning during the planning time horizon used. 
Such analysis should include the existing infrastructure and capital improve-
ments plan for the local government as projects in these may mitigate impacts 
to areas that otherwise might be flooded.

And what should be the planning time horizon? Local governments may 
well vary on their choices in this regard. Local governments could consider the  
strengths and weaknesses of longer and shorter planning horizons. Shorter time 
horizons provide greater certainty of projected impacts and allow for more 
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accurate assessments of cleanup costs based on labor and disposal costs. Longer 
time horizons allow longer amortization periods for estimated cleanup costs, 
resulting in smaller annual assessments for property owners. Longer time hori-
zons also provide a sense of “notice” to potential property purchasers of likely 
future impacts on a property.

To understate the obvious: the processes and implementation of identify-
ing parcels likely to be abandoned at estimated times in the future will engen-
der significant political and emotional involvement from the community. As a 
result, it will be imperative for communities to design extremely robust public 
engagement processes for this stage of the work. Initially, public engagement 
should include listening sessions and discussions about the physical and finan-
cial realities driving the local government to consider not defending some areas 
from SLR impacts and driving the need to soberly evaluate undesirable future 
scenarios, such as the need to finance cleanup of abandoned areas. These dis-
cussions could lead to other outcomes in some instances. For example, maybe 
a community would seek to tax themselves more to create additional structural 
protection. After working toward acceptance by a segment of the community 
that SLR may eventually claim some of their community, the discussion could 
shift to discussing how to determine what residential areas may eventually be 
abandoned due to SLR impacts and the inability to fund protection. This should 
include development of a list of criteria and inputs for estimating where aban-
donment might take place rather than just immediately circling areas on a map.

Once initial data and inputs have been selected for parameters to estimate 
potential abandonment, this will result in identification of impacted parcels 
with estimated dates of potential abandonment. From a process perspective, 
it will be important to present this information broadly to the community 
for public comment. Such information will likely cause serious consternation 
among affected property owners; lawsuits claiming a taking of property based 
on the information and its impacts may ensue. However, local governments 
should be aware that providing information alone is very unlikely to result in 
a successful property rights claim. A “taking” of private property that violates 
the Fifth Amendment to the US Constitution typically involves either direct 
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appropriation of property (eminent domain) or a “regulatory taking” so serious 
that it is akin to an actual “taking” of private property.61 As providing infor-
mation does not involve regulating the use of property nor appropriation or 
invasion of property, it will not qualify as a “regulatory taking.” Even if legal, the 
political costs of such action virtually everywhere in the United States still make 
this option extremely unlikely today. But maybe not forever.

After identification of parcels, a program needs to estimate cleanup costs. 
As with so many administrative decisions, ease of administration and accuracy 
compete: the most accurate estimates would result from a parcel-by-parcel anal-
ysis. This, however, would be costly and time consuming compared to estimates 
based on existing property appraiser database information such as type of con-
struction, construction materials, and square footage. As experience with dem-
olition and disposal increases, the accuracy of parcel-specific estimates based 
on data available from property appraiser databases will increase, leading to less 
need for possible on-site, parcel-by-parcel analysis. The next step is amortizing 
the estimated cleanup cost over the number of years before projected abandon-
ment of the property. This provides the amount of the annual assessment to be 
added to the yearly tax bill for each property. It is key that the charge for future 
cleanup be included on the annual tax bill and prioritized in state law to allow 
the same methods for collection of unpaid charges as with property taxes.

Adequate administrative structure is crucial to the success of any cleanup 
program and funding mechanism. The administrative structure must ensure 
that funds collected from each property are properly credited to that property 
with bookkeeping processes that ensure full transparency for the overall esti-
mated cleanup costs for the property, the yearly assessment, and the balance of 
the account. Further, the program requires safeguards to ensure that the funds 
collected cannot be raided to pay for other expenses of the local government. 
It would seem foolish to allow the value of collected funds to not draw interest. 
However, any use of the money to generate interest would have to ensure the 
safety of the principal so that money paid into the system for the benefit of a 
property would not be lost. This need for safety will limit the potential rate of 
return on the money.
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Estimates of time and cost for cleanups will seldom be exact. This further 
demonstrates the need for careful administrative procedures that safeguard 
collected funds expressly for their intended use; carefully define the intended 
use; determine if, when, and how to take advantage of efficiencies of scale; 
and delineate how any costs that exceed the estimate cost are covered, how to 
periodically evaluate whether current cost and timing estimates remain rea-
sonably valid, and how to refund any excess funds to property owners once 
property is abandoned. While some of these are self-explanatory, others merit  
further discussion.

The intended use of the funds is to remove residential development ele-
ments and associated infrastructure most likely to cause harm or contamina-
tion. This requires careful consideration of scope. Must all structures, regardless 
of construction method, be removed? Or might poured concrete buildings be 
allowed to stay if adequately stripped of other materials? Must building slabs 
or building pilings be removed or may they remain? What about driveways? Is 
the answer different if the driveway is a poured slab versus brick? Must septic 
systems, including drain fields, be removed? May septic tanks be left in place if 
cleaned out?

Will the local government seek to take advantage of economies of scale in 
contracting and cleanup by aggregating multiple properties for simultaneous 
cleanup? While this may save money in contracting and execution, it may also 
mean additional costs for “maintaining” abandoned properties until enough 
adjacent properties have actually been abandoned to create an economy of 
scale. The challenges of abandoned properties in Detroit provide background 
on some of the challenges for such a program.62

Finally, when funds remain, these funds need to be returned to the last 
property owner(s) of record. Before refunding any remaining money, the local 
government should ask the property owner(s) to voluntarily sign a quit-claim 
deed over to the local government for the property. This would relieve the prop-
erty owner of any other potential liability associated with the property such 
as taxes or should someone be injured on the property. If the property owner 
chooses to retain ownership, the local government might rezone the property to 
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the special classification of “impacted by sea level rise and abandoned,” which 
would allow the owner to maintain legal possession but dramatically limit the 
ability to develop the land. This might also include notice that the local gov-
ernment disclaims certain legal obligations, such as providing public services 
to the property through maintenance of roads, drainage, electricity, sewer, or 
potable water.

Concluding Thoughts

If you have been shaking your head and thinking all of this sounds crazy and 
politically impossible, you are correct—for the moment. But it may not seem so 
crazy or politically impossible in the future. As I write this, COVID-19 reshapes 
what we see as politically and socially acceptable. The clearest lesson this pan-
demic has for this discussion is: Sometimes we need to make the difficult deci-
sion to take high-cost actions before we experience suffering to avoid much 
more suffering that will result if we wait until we feel the pain to make the hard 
decisions. Our species has many examples in our history of only responding to 
a problem once our back is against a wall. If we wait until our back is against 
the wall to organize ourselves for cleaning up areas lost to the sea, it may not 
happen, or only sporadically and incompletely. If we wait to figure out how to 
finance the cleanup of abandoned properties until they are already plaguing our 
coastal areas, many local governments will not be capable of bearing the finan-
cial burden as those local governments will already be in severe financial straits. 
If we arrive at that point, achieving cleanups will, yet again, require taxpayers 
from other areas of coastal states—and probably the rest of the country too—to 
subsidize such cleanups if we do not want to lose our coastal areas. Otherwise, 
we could lose the beautiful coastlines where we love to recreate as they become 
a toxic and tangled mess of contaminants and pollution, including chemicals, 
insulation, wood, electrical components, shingles, drywall, and cement—and 
that is just from the residential structures. We could oversee the loss of lagoons, 
salt marshes, and wetlands that serve as the nurseries for many of our fish spe-
cies, further undermining coastal ecosystems already under increasing pressure 
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from climate change and speeding the loss of ecosystems that provide signifi-
cant human protein.

We have no shortage of current and future crises to address, but let us not 
forget how important—economically, spiritually, and physically—our coast-
lines are. Let us begin the dialogue to protect our coastlines from abandoned 
development.
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 54. See, e.g. Peter J. Byrne & Kathryn A. Zyla, Climate Exactions, 75 Maryland L. Rev. 
758 (2016).

 55. Fla. Stat. § 170.01(2) (2019).
 56. Morris v. City of Cape Coral, 163 So. 3d 1174, 1176-77 (Fla. 2015) (noting that  

“[t]he standard to be applied to both prongs is that the legislative findings should 
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be upheld unless the determination is arbitrary.” Id. at 184. “Even an unpopular 
decision, when made correctly, must be upheld.” Internal citations omitted).

 57. On the problems of vacant properties generally, see, e.g. Allan Mallach, The Lincoln 
Institute of Land Policy, The Empty House Next Door (2018). This publication 
notes that Detroit in 2013 had 48,289 vacant buildings and in 2017 had an esti-
mated 120,000 vacant lots. Id. at 16, table 3 and page 4. This report also emphasizes 
the direct costs of vacant buildings: “Detroit is spending nearly $130 million of fed-
eral funds already committed to demolish vacant properties. At the beginning of 
2016, the city of Baltimore and the state of Maryland announced Project C.O.R.E., 
a $94 million program to demolish vacant properties in that city. Vacant properties 
are a massive drain on public resources, hitting hardest those cities already strug-
gling to meet payrolls and invest in their future.” Id. at 20.

 58. As local governments face infrastructure maintenance challenges due to SLR and 
climate change impacts, many local governments already confront looming crises 
due to deferred maintenance of infrastructure. See, e.g. endnote 16 and sources 
cited therein.

 59 Section 1 of Florida Senate Bill 7016, introduced but not passed in Florida’s Senate 
in 2020, would have provided for a “State Sea-Level Rise Taskforce” that, among 
other things, would have been tasked with developing a scientifically based recom-
mendation for statewide sea level rise projections. If adopted as provided for in the 
law, the projection(s) then would have “serve[d] as the state’s official estimate of 
sea-level rise and flooding impacts along the state’s coastline and [would have been] 
used for the purpose of developing future state projects, plans, and programs.” Id. 
at lines 87–90. Even if this bill had passed, it would have presented numerous ques-
tions about how the “official” state SLR projection would have interacted with the 
projection methodologies that have already been adopted by regional collabora-
tives in Florida such as the Southeast Florida Climate Compact, the East Central 
Florida Regional Resilience Collaborative, and the Tampa Bay Regional Resiliency 
Coalition. 

 60. Including “future conditions” in a jurisdiction’s stormwater master plan can save 
property owners money on their flood insurance policies if the local government 
also participates in the National Flood Insurance Program’s Community Rating 
System. 

 61. Cf., e.g. Love Terminal Partners v. United States, 97 Fed. Cl. 355, 376 (Fed. Cl. 2011) 
(“. . . [C]ourts ‘aim[] to identify regulatory actions that are functionally equivalent 
to the classic taking in which government directly appropriates private property or 
ousts the owner from his domain.’ Lingle, 544 U.S. at 539.”). 

 62. See, e.g. Allan Mallach, supra note 57.
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